The Role of Environmental Features of Parks in Activation of Recreational Activities in Leisure Time
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ABSTRACT

Background. The recreational use of urban spaces has increased significantly in recent years, due to a trend towards healthier lifestyles in which regular exercise plays a leading role. Examples include walking, running or biking, activities for which large urban green parks provide excellent conditions. These parks, located within the city, are intended for public use and include landscape features such as trees, shrubs, extended grassy areas, playgrounds or water bodies.

Objectives. The aim of this study was to investigate the role of environmental features of parks in activation of recreational activities.

Methods. 425 people of over 18 years living near to six urban and regional parks in Tehran included in the study. Data collection has been done through questionnaire (Bedimo-Rung, 2005; Kaczynski, 2007 and Cohen, 2007), and data analysis has been done through structural equations and multivariate regression.

Results. The research findings showed that the variables of design (T=2.84), green space (T=3.25), accessibility (T=2.17), Placement (T=3.18), beauty (T=2.04), traffic expectation (T=2.45), security (T=2.27), and management (T=2.35), have relation with attendance and attraction of users of parks for recreational activity.

Conclusion. Management of public green spaces leads to increased presence and attendance of elderslies and recreational activities by creating building natural symbols and social interaction. Increased security of environment and its equipment leads to increased welfare, elevated revenues and occupational status and increased attendance of individuals in parks.
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INTRODUCTION

Parks, recreational, welfare complexes and etc are part of social centers and urban open spaces that in leisure time, they are used by various age groups especially young people. Thus, they have significant role in health of society such that inattention and inefficiency of these spaces is usually considered serious problem for the city (1). The recreational use of urban spaces has increased significantly in recent years, due to a trend towards healthier lifestyles in which regular exercise plays a leading role (2). Leisure time is potentially one of the most important ways for facilitation of health, it is an area in which identify is constructed. People are seriously engaged in most recreational activities, men and women of all ages and from any
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economic status use the activities of leisure time (3). Recreational sports or sports related to leisure time are the most appropriate and necessary ways for spending leisure time in present era; however, recreational sports (also called leisure time) include those activities whose aim of first physical health, compensation of kinetic deficiencies and enjoying sport (4). The role of physical activity in daily life and individuals' health is not hidden on anyone; thus, identification of effective factors on attraction of individuals on sport arenas is very important (5). One place to achieve mental peace, perform physical activity and spend leisure time is park that could create a place free of tension and anxiety for different people in society. Since parks are public places, they could provide various opportunities for physical activity; however, concerning little information on the relation between environmental features of parks and physical activities, many aspects of such places should be studied (6). White et al. (2016) stated that Natural environments provide the context for a large proportion of England's recreational physical activity and highlight the need to protect and manage such environments for health purposes (7). Now, concerning the role of parks in individuals' life generally, and their role on physical activities specifically; it could be said that for design and construction of these places, various features should be considered with highest effect on individuals for attendance in these places and dealing with sport activities. Thus, diagnosis of these features seems to be very significant.

Many studies with the different variables and title have been done on sport spaces and parks some of which will be discussed here. Esmaeizadeh (2011) showed that the main reason for people attendance in parks is entertainment and physical activity and also the general view, accessibility, security, managerial strategies, beauty, maintenance status and socioeconomic situation in individuals' attendance in park is for the purpose of physical activity and entertainment (8). Crombie et al. (2004), in their study used the geographical data system and concluded that the most important barrier in dealing with sport in leisure time is lack of interest. They declared that accessibility of facilities is required for encouraging people in physical activity (9). Moore et al. (2008) showed that the spatial distribution and dispersion of resources and recreational equipment have been unequally distributed among various levels of areas with low income and different racial condition. At the end, they proposed that it is possible to increase physical activity with development of various types of parks and the quality of their equipment and decrease the immobility of people in society (10). Mc Cormack et al. (2010) concluded that some environmental features such as security, facilities, maintenance and closeness of main factors are effective in encouraging the use of parks and performing physical activity (11). Rohodes et al. (2007) showed that the selection of walking as an activity in leisure time has no relation with class level (12). Stronger et al. (2010) showed that the social relation and accessibility to environmental facilities and leisure time facilities have been mainly associated with satisfaction and physical activity behavior (13).

Kaczynski and Mowen (2010) showed that the security of neighborhood area and its beauty as predicting factors of physical activity have meaningful levels in some parks and at the end, the significance of green space and park showed correlation with increased occurrence of physical activity (14). Concerning the objective measurement obtained concerning the effect of environmental symbols on physical activity of young boys, Timperior et al. (2007) showed that designing of neighborhood area with high quality leads to more physical activity (15).

Now, concerning what was mentioned and since parks and its diverse spaces are the most important for recreation and entertainment. It seems that environmental features have some effects on attraction of people and their attendance in parks for spending leisure time especially physical activities. Performing such studies concerning the people opinion on the use of parks and the role of their environmental features on spending leisure time make it necessary for the authorities to use the results of studies for development of these spaces. Thus, the aim of present study was to investigate the role of environmental features of parks in activation of recreational activities at leisure time of people living in Pakdasht city.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The present study is descriptive analytical that is practical in terms of objective and field study in terms of data collection.

Participants. The statistical population of the study includes all parks of Pakdasht city out of which 6 samples have been taken into account concerning the geographical distribution and the sample of people attending to the parks was estimated using Cochran formula with reliability coefficient of 0.95 and estimation precision of 0.03 as 382 members that increased to 477 subjects by applying 25% coefficient (number of samples increased due to enough returned questionnaires) and ultimately 425 questionnaires was used.

Measurements. For data collection, Made Questionnaire adapted from Bedimo-Rung, 2005 (16), Kaczynski, 2007 and Cohen, 2007 (17) has been used with dimensions of design, beauty, green space, accessibility, pedestrian path, the location, traffic expectations, security, facilities and equipment, management (policy), socioeconomic status after reliability and validity confirmation (Cronbach alpha, 0.96).

Statistical Analysis. For data analysis, descriptive and referential statistics (path analysis and structural equation model and multivariate regression analysis) have been used.

RESULTS

The structural equations model (figure 1) indicates meaningful relation between design, green space, accessibility, Placement, beauty, traffic expectation, security and management. The coefficient of design path on recreational activity is 0.14, the coefficient of green space path on recreational activity is 0.21, the coefficient of accessibility path on recreational activity is 0.17, the coefficient of the location path on recreational activity is 0.21, the coefficient of beauty path on recreational activity is 0.18, the coefficient of traffic expectation path on recreational activity is 0.14, the coefficient of security on recreational activity is 0.17, the coefficient of management path on recreational activity is 0.22. Briefly, concerning the fact that the significance level of these variables has been above 1.96 (figure 2), thus, the variables of design, green space, accessibility, location, beauty, traffic expectation, security and management have meaningful relation with attendance and attraction of users of parks for recreational activity. Moreover, in testing relations using structural equations model, first, the software output indicates the appropriate fitted structural model for testing hypotheses (the ratio of Chi-squared to df is below 3); thus, Chi2 value is appropriate and low value. Moreover, ARMSE=0.044 indicates the goodness of fit of structural model.

As can be observed in table 1, all indices of model fitness benefit from appropriate value. Thus, it could be said that the main research models have relatively good fitness and are accepted. As it was expressed, Chi2 to df ratio should be below 3; ARMSE index should be maximum 0.08 and the GIF, AGFL, NFI should be bigger than 0.90; moreover, all indices indicate appropriate model.

Table 1. The fitness indices of path analysis of recreational activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitness indices</th>
<th>( x^2/df )</th>
<th>ARMSE</th>
<th>GIF</th>
<th>AGFL</th>
<th>NFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the significance level of variables of pedestrian path, equipment and socioeconomic status is more than 0.05. Thus, the assumption of equality of the constant value and zero value is confirmed and leave regression equation (Table 2).

Moreover, since the significance level of coefficients of design, green space, accessibility, location, beauty, traffic expectation, security and management is less than 0.05, the assumption of equality of coefficients with constant value is rejected and it is not needed to exclude them from regression equation. In other words, the research variables except pedestrian path, facilities and socioeconomic status have meaningful relation with attendance and attraction of people to park for sport activity during the week. For comparison of the effects of independent variables in regression model on dependent variable, just standardized coefficients are used such that the effect of accessibility on dependent variable (attendance for recreational activity) is more than other variables and concerning the table, the value of standardized coefficients obtained from SPSS is equal to model in standard estimation status in linear structural relations (LISREL) software.

DISCUSSION

Concerning research findings, there is positive meaningful relation between age group and attendance of users in parks at leisure time for performing sport activity during the week. This finding is in line with the results of Esmaeilzadeh (2011), Jago (2005) (18), Riva (2007) (19) who observed the relation between age group and attendance and attraction of people to parks at leisure time for sport activity. What the other matching studies proposed is the presence of sport equipment in parks (19) and more pedestrian path that could lead to increased sport activity especially for elderlies (18).
Concerning research findings, there is no meaningful relation between the income and the attendance in part for recreation. Craige et al. (2002) believes that there is no meaningful relation between income and environmental factors and walking to workplace (20). On the other hand, the annual income of family for performing sport activity has been recommended. These findings are consistent with the results of Esmaeizadeh (2011), Sugiyama and Thompson (2008) (21) and Suminski et al. (2005) (22). Concerning research findings; it seems that increased safety of environment and the instrument leads to increased use and presence of women or kids. There is some relation between recreational activities at leisure time and traffic expectations of parts in attendance and attraction of users in parks. These findings are consistent with the results of Cerin and Leslie (2008) (23) and Dalman and Lewis (2010) (24) studies and according to definition, traffic expectation means consideration of a space for parking (automobile, motorcycle and bicycle). Ball et al. (2001) believes that the park's surrounding area and the spread of park with consideration of streets and traffic to park and green spaces for recreational activities require some space for vehicles and has correlation with performing sport activity (25). Concerning research findings, it seems that the satisfaction of people in use of parks and interaction and relation of attendants with each other in traffic and cooperation with traffic police in facilitation of traffic have significant effect on decreasing traffic in parks' neighborhood areas. There is no relation between recreational activities in leisure time and facilities of parks in attraction and attendance of individuals to parks. Humpel et al. (2004) believes that maintenance of various vehicles in parks and various spaces in terms of standardization, security, maintenance, repair and cleanliness have effective role in attraction of people (26). The bigger area of parks and recreational areas could be effective on the use of individuals' of the facilities, various spaces of park and consequently sport activity (27). Concerning research findings, it seems that the authorities of parks and recreational and sport centers should improve the environmental condition of these centers including bodybuilding devices, designing of training sections, advanced and safe facilities. Crompton (2003) believes that park management and its functional policies in public places, especially parks, includes programming, timing and control and some other items such as the presence of full time employees in recreational centers and special programs for youth (28). Moreover, managerial and environmental strategies for more use of public places (29) and structural changes and programs in the parks with special view of youth and women could be effective on the individuals' attendance to park, sport or recreational games (30). Any region could lead to development of accessibility to place and increased sport activity based on designing of environment and its managerial strategies (31).

Table 2. The comparison of the effects of independent variables in regression model on the attendance in park for recreational activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Standard effect coefficient</th>
<th>Non-standard effect coefficient</th>
<th>Significance coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (constant)</td>
<td>1.564</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>1.767</td>
<td>2.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>2.765</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green space</td>
<td>2.456</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>3.239</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian path</td>
<td>1.697</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>2.345</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td>2.367</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic expectation</td>
<td>2.487</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>1.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>2.487</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>1.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities and equipment</td>
<td>1.625</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>2.351</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic status</td>
<td>1.346</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concerning research findings, it can be concluded that sport activity in park is influenced by park management. Moreover, management of public green spaces leads to increased presence of elderlies and recreational activity by creating natural symbols and social interactions. There is no relation between recreational activities at leisure time and socioeconomic status of parks' neighborhood areas on attendance of individuals in parks. Van Lenthe et al. (2004) believe that the differences in socioeconomic status of neighborhood area could lead to difference in mobility and sport activity; however, the direction of this difference differs for various groups (32). For example, areas with weaker socioeconomic status show less sport activity; however, environmental features could decrease this correlation. Usually, the inhabitants of areas with low income have less sport activity and this might be due to the problem of accessibility to park or other recreational arenas (33).

**CONCLUSION**

Concerning research findings, it could be concluded that the prosperity and welfare of neighborhood area, the individual's income and occupational status are among effective factors in this variable. Moreover, the better socioeconomic status of park's surrounding area and the population living in that environment has more cumulative effect on the individuals' viewpoint toward sport and recreational activity at leisure time. Moreover, to get satisfaction of the audiences, parks should perform the required feasibility and polling and increase the attraction of attendants by development of their health. Thus, concerning research findings, it is proposed that parks and green spaces that attract walking trips should not be located beside highways which have high allowed speed since it increases the risk of passengers' accident. Concerning the recreational programs and services, the authorities and programmers should plan such that the expectations and demands of attendants and use of these services are fulfilled and their satisfaction of referring to these places achieves the highest level.
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